
THE HIGH SCHOOL KICKING GAME 

Part I FRIDAY’S NIGHTMARE  

Several years ago I worked up a training program covering the high school kicking game.  I divided the 

kicking game into 4 phases; kickoffs, punts, field goal attempts and try attempts by kick.  In the interest 

of brevity I will address these in different articles.  The format I am using is to give the plays in a list 

followed by a key to discuss what is to be done for each play and why.  Some are very simple plays while 

others may be very complicated and require an adequate knowledge of the rules. 

KICKOFF: 

1.  K encroaches. 

2. K encroaches.  After penalty enforcement K kicks the ball out of bounds. 

3. R encroaches. 

4. The kicker approaches the ball but misses it. 

5. K’s kick goes beyond the 50-yard line in the air, and is blown back to K’s 47-yard line. 

6. K commits first touching of a grounded kick. 

7. K first touches a kick in the air (the ball has not touched the ground). 

8. R muffs the kick on K’s 49. 

9. R muffs the kick on R’s 49. 

10. R doesn’t cover a grounded kick on his 45-yard line. 

11. R1, standing inbounds, muffs the kick which then lands out-of-bounds. 

12. R1, standing out-of-bounds, touches or catches a kick which is also outside the sideline.  Any 

difference if the kick is inside the sideline when touched? 

13. In the neutral zone, K3 muffs the kick causing it to touch R1 who is in the neutral zone and 

inbounds, K then muffs the ball which goes out-of-bounds. 

14. K2 muffs the grounded kick beyond the neutral zone, which then goes out-of-bounds.  Any 

difference if the ball strikes R before going out-of-bounds? 

15. Either R2 or K2 are blocked into the grounded kick. 

16. R2 muffs the kick, then K2 recovers and advances. 

17. R is forming a wedge of interference during a high, long kick.  One of R’s wedge people  (not R2) 

is raising his hand to indicate to his teammates where to form the wedge.  R2 then catches the 

kick deep behind the wedge.  What difference might it make if the player raising his hand 

catches the kick? 

18. R2 gives a valid fair catch signal.  How about an invalid signal? 

19. R2 signals and R3 catches the kick and advances. 

20. R2 muffs the kick near the goal line and the ball rolls into R’s end zone.  (a) K recovers the ball or 

(b) R recovers. 

21. R muffs the kick then attempts to field the grounded ball when K knocks the ball from R’s hands 

into the end zone.  (a) K recovers the ball, or (b) R recovers.  Is this a legal bat by K? 

22. R recovers a ground kick, or catches the kick then K bats the ball out of his hands into the end 

zone where (a) K recovers, or (b) R recovers. 



23. K1 is to kickoff and punts the ball.  This is not after a safety. 

24. There is an inadvertent whistle during the kicking down (a) before the ball has been possessed 

or (b) after the ball has been possessed. 

WHAT TO DO AND WHY: 

1.  Sound your whistle, throw the flag, make sure the clock doesn’t start and go out on the field 

blowing your whistle to stop action.  This is a dead ball foul and must be penalized (if accepted) 

from the kickoff yard line.  If not accepted, kick off correctly from the original kickoff yard line. 

2. Once K has encroached and the penalty enforced the lines shift and 25 yards beyond K’s free 

kick line is now R’s 40-yard line not their 35-yard line.  Be alert.  Don’t let the referee mess this 

one up; all officials are responsible for penalty enforcement.  Remember this is a crew and you 

will sink or swim as a crew.   

3. This is similar to #1.  In both #1 and this play the kick may have already been executed and there 

will be crowd noise so it will be difficult to shut these plays down.  Just keep trying and be sure 

to know the status of the clock prior to the kick. 

4. Stop all the action, and after you quit laughing have both teams set up again. 

5. Be alert for K recovering the kick.  It will be their ball since the ball has been beyond the plane of 

R’s free kick line and has touched the ground.  If K tries to catch the kick it will be kick catching 

interference.  If R catches the kick, everything is back to normal. 

6. A bean bag should be on the ground indicating K has first touched the kick.  R may still recover 

and advance or take the spot of first touching provided they do not touch the ball and then foul 

or if a penalty is accepted for any foul during the down. 

7. Kick-catching interference if in the field of play.  Also first touching occurs only if K touched the 

ball in the neutral zone.  R may take the spot of first touching or accept an awarded fair catch at 

the spot of the catch or R may have K re-kick after a 15-yard penalty. 

8. Once R touches the free kick all kinds of things can happen since this is now a “free ball” and K 

can possess it as well as R may possess it.  K may try to recover and advance (a big “NO NO”).  

You probably will end up with 22 players in a big pile and some poor official will have to dig 

under the pile and determine who has possession of the ball.  Just keep this In mind, a short free 

kick is just another football play and there is no need to get excited. 

9. Same deal as #8.  It does not matter where on the field R touches the free kick and does not 

immediately possess the ball.  A rather large pile will develop.  Once it is determined who has 

possession of the ball you can bet an opponent will claim the ball was stolen from him. 

10. Don’t be too surprised if K doesn’t try to cover it either.  But be prepared for anything.  The kick 

remains live until possessed or until you decide you have to stop action with your whistle.  The 

loose ball will belong to R once you have blown the play dead. 

11. R  was the last to touch the kick before it went out, so there is no foul.  Do you know the exact 

spot the ball went out-of-bounds? 

12. Since both the ball and R are out-of-bounds K kicked the ball out-of-bounds.  A flag should be 

dropped on the out-of-bounds spot.  If the ball is still inbounds when R, being out-of-bounds, 

touches it, R is responsible for the ball being out-of-bounds. 



13. Foul by K for causing the kickoff to be out-of-bounds.  R may choose to put the ball in play on 

the line on which it went out-of-bounds or have K re-kick after a 5-yard penalty. 

14. Same foul as in #13 unless the ball does touch or is touched by R.  Then there is no foul and R 

must take the ball at the out-of-bounds spot. 

15. Since these are free kicks, “forced touching” provisions are not in effect unless the touching 

occurs in the neutral zone.  Both teams can possess the ball if recovered beyond R’s restraining 

line.  The ruling also does not change for the kickoff going out-of-bounds. 

16. Once R2 touches the kick anywhere in the field of play K may then possess the kick, but may not 

advance the ball. 

17. Many officials ignore hand signals given by players of R who are not going to try and catch the 

kick.  But if this is a foul in one situation it should be a foul for every situation. 

18. R2 may signal for and make a fair catch of a kickoff.  Some folks don’t seem to know this.  R2 can 

also foul for giving an invalid signal, and the penalty, if accepted, would be measured from the 

previous spot as for any loose ball foul. 

19. Once the Team R has signaled for a fair catch, the ball will be dead once they possess the kick.  

R3 cannot advance the ball, and a nearby official will be blowing the ball dead to avoid this type 

of play from occurring. 

20. Kicks and the goal line are hazardous to an official’s health!  So many screwy things can happen 

here you have to be prepared in advance to react to any eventuality.  In this play nothing has 

occurred to end the kick, so we have a kicked ball entering R’s end zone for a touchback.  Who 

might recover the ball is immaterial, the ball is dead. 

21. Since there was no possession to end the kick, it will be a touchback in either (a) or (b).  If an 

official knows that K batted the ball (which is a grounded loose ball) it would be a foul during a 

loose ball play.  However, you have to see the play clearly to determine if K batted the ball or 

simply dislodged it from R. 

22. In this play the kick has ended, so R has fumbled the ball and K can score a touchdown if they 

can recover the live ball in R’s end zone.  If R recovers the fumble in his own end zone, it will be 

a safety.  Remember, K cannot impart a new force until the fumble is grounded. 

23. Don’t snicker, this really happened.  Don’t let it happen to you is the common wisdom to be 

learned here.  The ball remains dead since this would not be a legal kick for a kickoff.  It is a dead 

ball foul and will be penalized from the succeeding spot, which is also the previous spot in this 

case.  Again, don’t let this happen.  The officials to whom this happened could have prevented it 

if they had been “on the ball”. 

24. Oh my!  Never an inadvertent whistle.  But if it happens when did it happen?  Was the kick still a 

kick?  Had the kick ended we would have a running play with a player in possession or at least in 

last possession.  Treat it accordingly. 

 

 

Part II, Scrimmage kicks, will follow. 

           

 Mike Webb, West Virginia  



THE HIGH SCHOOL KICKING GAME 

Part II FRIDAY’S NIGHTMARE  

Several years ago I worked up a training program covering the high school kicking game.  I divided the 

kicking game into 4 phases; kickoffs, punts, field goal attempts and try attempts by kick.  In the interest 

of brevity I will address these in different articles.  The format I am using is to give the plays in a list 

followed by a key to discuss what is to be done for each play and why.  Some are very simple plays while 

others may be very complicated and require an adequate knowledge of the rules. 

PUNTING:  (K1 is the punter) 

1.  K1 gets a bad snap and cannot immediately field the ball.  (a) K1 recovers and attempts a run or 

a pass, (b) R2 recovers the snap and advances. 

2. K1 gets a bad snap and attempts to get the kick off. 

3. K1 is hit by R1 before K1 can get off the kick. 

4. K1 is hit as the kick is blocked. 

5. K1 is hit and the kick is not touched by R. 

6. R2 is blocked into the punter by K6. 

7. R2 partially blocks the kick which goes straight up and comes down on K’s side of the neutral 

zone or in the neutral zone and the ball is touched there by (a) K3, or (b) R2.  K or R recover and 

advance. 

8. R4 gives a valid fair catch signal, makes the catch and (a) advances, or (b) stops. 

9. R4 signals for a fair catch and R6 makes the catch and (a) advances or (b) stops. 

10. The punt goes beyond the neutral zone and (a) K2 first touches the grounded kick, or (b) K2 

catches the punt. 

11. The punt goes beyond the neutral zone and R4 muffs then (a) K recovers and down the ball, or 

(b) K recovers and advances. 

12. R4 catches the punt beyond the neutral zone, then R2 fouls, R4 fumbles and K3 recovers. 

13. R4 catches the punt after R2 fouled, fumbles and K3 recovers. 

14. K or R fouls prior to the punt, then either K or R foul after the kick ends. 

15. K2 runs into R4 who is attempting to catch the punt. 

16. K2 runs by R4 who is in position to catch the kick.  R4 flinches as K1 goes by him. 

17. The punt goes out-of-bounds. 

18. The punt rolls out-of-bounds. 

19. R4 muffs the punt and both K2 and R2 recover the ball but K2 is lying across a sideline. 

20. R4 muffs the punt and the ball rolls into R’s end zone where (a) K2 recovers, or (b) R recovers. 

21. R4 catches the punt inside his 5-yard line while he is running toward his goal.  He carries the ball 

into his end zone and (a) runs out to his 10-yard line, or (b) is downed in the end zone.  R2 

fouled during the time R4 is running with the ball while in the end zone or before he got into the 

end zone.  Does it make any difference where R2 fouled? 

22. Same play as #21 except K2 fouls during the momentum exception interval. 

23. K2  bats a grounded kick (a) back toward his goal, or (b) toward R’s goal. 



24. K2 bats a punt before it is grounded (a) back toward his goal, or (b) toward R’s goal. 

25. K2 catches the punt in R’s end zone. 

26. K2 leaps from the field of play and is over the out-of-bounds when he bats the punt (a) after it 

has been grounded, or (b) before it has been grounded.  K2 then returns to the ground out-of-

bounds.  R4 was in position to catch the kick if he desired. 

 

       WHAT TO DO AND WHY: 

1.  Even though we are discussing the kick game, scrimmage kicks must begin with the snap.  Be 

prepared for a bad one.  In this example treat it as any ordinary scrimmage play.  Rights of 

advancement for both teams remain intact. 

2. Careful here.  K1 may have to chase a bad snap and the defense is not sure of his intention to 

kick the ball.  They will need a little more leeway for avoiding the kicker if he does indeed get off 

the kick.  This does not mean the kicker loses his protection; it may just start a little bit later. 

3. Even though K1 intends to kick, he does not become a kicker until his foot hits the ball.  In the 

meantime he is still a runner and at peril just as any runner would be. 

4. Our rule states that the defense may touch the kick near the kicker and if the contact is 

unavoidable no foul has occurred.  In this example the contact with the kicker and the block of 

the kick are simultaneous; therefore this meets the above criteria. 

5. In this situation R has clearly fouled if K1 has not yet regained his balance. 

6. If a teammate of K1 caused R to contact the kicker, then the resultant contact is ignored unless 

it is unnecessarily rough.  This is why it is important the referee positions himself in the best 

position possible to view all of this action. 

7. This play always creates havoc.  Who knows where the neutral zone is after all the players lock 

up in their blocks, the ball is kicked and is coming down and the officials have moved to view 

action?  The linesman must stay on the line to determine if the ball has actually crossed the line.  

If it comes down in or behind the neutral zone, both K and R may recover and advance.  But 

what if R touches the ball then K recovers, you ask?  “Has the ball been touched by R beyond the 

neutral zone”, I reply. 

8. Once R has given that fair catch signal, either valid or invalid, his team may not advance the kick.  

In (a) he has tried to advance a dead ball, which delays the game and is a foul.  In (b) no foul has 

occurred since he obviously did not try to advance the ball.  He must be given a reasonable 

opportunity to come to a stop if he was running to make the catch. 

9. Same as #8 above.  Even though the player who catches the kick did not give the signal, his team 

may not advance the kick.  Good officiating will prevent this from being a foul by being on the 

spot and whistling the ball dead before any advancement has been made.  This also prevents 

the kicking team from taking a cheap shot at the receiver. 

10. In (a) a bean bag on the yard line where the first touching occurred will mark the spot.  In (b) If R 

is not in position to catch the kick, put the flag on the yard line on which the kick catching 

interference occurred.  Continue to officiate since nothing has occurred to kill the ball. 



11. Since R was the first to touch the kick beyond the neutral zone, K may possess the ball and have 

a first down.  If K recovered the muffed kick in or behind the neutral zone, he may advance it.  

This is one play every official needs to be alert for.  If the recovery by K is beyond the neutral 

zone, he may not advance. 

12. Once R4 has caught the kick, the kick has ended.  A running play is now in progress.  Therefore, 

R2 committed his foul during a running play and when R4 fumbled and K3 recovered, K may 

keep the ball by declining R’s penalty. 

13. In this play R fouled during a loose ball play and if K wants to keep the ball they must decline R’s 

penalty.  The differences in these two plays are the enforcement spots if the penalties are not 

declined.  In #12 the spot would be either the end of R4’s run or from the spot of R2’s foul, if it is 

behind the end of the run.   In #13, the previous spot would be the enforcement spot if K chose 

to accept the penalty.  Neither of these two plays are PSK examples. 

14. Be careful with this one.  Let us assume the fouls are all live ball fouls.  It may be a PSK 

application or it may not.  If R fouled beyond the expanded neutral zone prior to the end of the 

kick and R has possession at the end of the kick, either physically or by rule it is a PSK 

application.  If R fouled and is in possession, then they will keep the ball and may be penalized 

for their foul.  If K fouled and R has the ball R can decline K’s penalty and keep the ball.   It may 

be to R’s advantage to accept K’s penalty and replay the down after enforcement from the 

previous spot.   

If K possesses the ball after the kick ends they may keep the ball by declining R’s penalty.  If K 

fouled and possesses the ball after the kick ends R will more than likely accept the penalty for 

K’s foul, leaving K in possession, 1
st

 and 10.  The important thing to remember here is the kick 

has ended and we now have a running play. 

15.  A good back judge has positioned himself to see this happen.  He flag will be dropped on the 

line of the foul.  This is the easy part:  Everybody knows  this is a foul.  But, what are the options 

for R?  These are not known by everybody.  R can accept the penalty for kick catching 

interference, have K penalized from the previous spot 15 yards and replay the down.  The clock-

start will depend the choice made by R.  If R accepts the kick-catching interference and keeps 

the ball at the spot of the foul, the clock will start on the snap.  If R chooses to have the down 

replayed the clock will start on the ready if there was no major clock stopper.  If R choose to free 

kick the ball after the kick-catching interference the clock will not start until the ball is touched 

other than first touching by K.  This might mean R scores 3 points, has to kick off and the clock 

will not start until that free kick is touched other than first touching. 

16. K may not obstruct R’s opportunity to catch a kick.  Does this mean K can obstruct R without 

contact?  It sure does.  This involves judgment on the part of the officials and if R flinched he 

was obstructed.  Be there, see it, then rule on it. 

17. This seems simple enough doesn’t it?  Who must follow the flight of the ball to line up a deep 

official?  The referee, of course.  However, this poor soul may have had a near contact with the 

kicker caused by movement of the kicker, or some other trash occurring in front of him and he 

may not see the flight of the ball.  What then?  Do the best you can, but make darn sure you tell 



the referee he has the responsibility to line up the deep official no matter what!  Sometimes 

other crew members can help line-up the covering official. 

18. This is easy.  The official on that sideline and the back judge simply triangulate the ball’s position 

when it bounces across the sideline.  What else could possibly happen?  Well, I’m glad you 

asked.  What if the sideline official is blocked off, or worse yet, gets knocked down?  What if the 

back judge is blocked off, etc?  You get the drift.  You must be prepared for any eventuality. 

19. Simultaneous possession means the receivers get the ball.  But in this case there was no 

simultaneous possession.  K was lying on the sideline and by his touching the ball he caused the 

ball to be out-of-bounds.   Since the kick went out-of-bounds it belongs to R. 

20. Again, be prepared when the goal line is involved.  This is just a touchback, possession in the end 

zone is meaningless.  This play is messed up every year by some officials.  They may rule a safety 

by R or a touchdown by K, neither is possible. 

21. Momentum is only involved if R is downed or loses possession and the ball leaves the end zone 

sideline or end line.  If R carries the ball out of the end zone or fumbles the ball out of the end 

zone the momentum exception ceases.  Of course a bean bag has been dropped on the yard line 

where possession was gained inside of R’s 5-yard line.  If R’s foul occurs during momentum then 

the momentum spot will be the basic spot.  If R’s foul occurs after R leaves the end zone then 

all-but-one applies.  IF R’s foul is in his end zone then a safety is scored.   Some folks think this is 

a simple game. 

22. Since K fouled, the end of the run is the enforcement spot if the momentum exception is off.  

The possession spot will be the enforcement spot if the momentum rule is applied.  It will be 

either from the spot of the possession or from the 20-yard line if the play ends in R’s end zone. 

23. You may wonder why this is a unexpected case.  No one suspects K will bat the ball toward R’s 

goal line.  But if it happens it is a loose ball play foul.  If accepted the down will be replayed after 

enforcement of the 15-yard penalty for an illegal bat.  K’s batting of a grounded kick is an 

exciting play and one everyone expects to happen.  It takes a good back judge to be on his toes 

for this type of foul.  This good back judge will have a bean bag down for first touching by K. 

24. This is similar to #23 but another wrinkle is added.  If R is in position to catch the ball K may not 

touch the ungrounded kick without committing kick-catching interference.  If no R player is in 

position to catch the kick then K may legally bat the kick back toward K’s goal.  If K bats the 

ungrounded kick toward R’s goal it is a foul and will be treated the same as the illegal bat in #23. 

25. Many people think this is a foul for kick-catching interference.  It is not.  As soon as the non-

scoring kick passes the plane of R’s goal line it is dead and the result of the play is a touchback. 

26. If the kick has been grounded, K may legally bat the live ball back toward his goal.  K is not out-

bounds since he is not touching out-of-bounds.  If the kick is still in flight it is a foul for kick-

catching interference.  If he bats this kick toward R’s goal it is a foul for an illegal bat.  It may go 

into R’s end zone resulting in a touchback in which case R may take the ball and decline the foul. 

 

Part III, field goal attempts and try attempts by kick will follow. 

Mike Webb,  West Virginia 

 



THE HIGH SCHOOL KICKING GAME 

Part III  FRIDAY’S NIGHTMARE  

Several years ago I worked up a training program covering the high school kicking game.  I divided the 

kicking game into 4 phases; kickoffs, punts, field goal attempts and try attempts by kick.  In the interest 

of brevity I will address these in different articles.  The format I am using is to give the plays in a list 

followed by a key to discuss what is to be done for each play and why.  Some are very simple plays while 

others may be very complicated and require an adequate knowledge of the rules. 

FIELD GOAL ATTEMPTS: 

1.  K2, the holder, gets a bad snap and has to rise from his knee to catch the snap.  He then drops 

back to his knee to place the ball for a kick. 

2. K2, the holder, does not have his knee on the ground.  He receives the snap and immediately 

drops to one knee to hold for the kick. 

3. The holder muffs or fumbles the snap but retrieves the ball while still on his knee/s and places 

the ball for a kick. 

4. The holder muffs or fumbles the snap, rises to regain possession, then without getting on his 

knee places the ball for a kick. 

5. The holder muffs or fumbles the snap, rises to regain possession, then drops to his knee/s and 

places the ball for a kick. 

6. K1 gets off the place kick which strikes the helmet of a teammate in the neutral zone and the 

ball continues over the crossbar and between the uprights. 

7. K2, the holder, catches the snap with his knee on the ground but Team K has no kicker in 

position to kick the ball.  K2 rises and passes the ball to K8 in the end zone. 

8. R1 signals for a fair catch on a punt by K.  He makes the catch on K’s 25-yard line.  The captain of 

R requests the referee to place the ball in the center of the field so they can free kick for a field 

goal.  Have you had this occur?  It is really not all that unusual. 

TRY BY KICK: 

9. The kick is blocked behind the neutral zone where K2 recovers and advances across the goal 

line. 

10. K2, the holder, is speared as the ball is passing over the crossbar, between the uprights.  

11. K2, the holder, muffs the snap, rises and tries to gain possession of the ball but pushes it to R’s 

2-yard line.  R1, in attempting to recover, muffs the ball into the end zone where (a) K3 recovers, 

or (b) R2 recovers. 

 

Many of the field goal plays can occur on tries as well. 

 

        

 

 



WHAT TO DO AND WHY: 

 

1. This is OK and probably should not be unexpected.  But some referees have been caught off 

guard on this one. 

2. Since the holder does not receive the snap with a knee on the ground, the dead ball exception is 

not in effect.  Therefore, when he next drops to his knee he causes the ball to become dead.  Be 

there and blow the play dead. 

3. This looks funny when you see it happen, but the dead ball exception is still in effect since the 

holder did not remove his knee from the ground or move a distance to retrieve the ball. 

4. Since the holder did not go back to the ground, he has not caused the ball to become dead and 

the kick is legal. 

5. Since the holder did not have to rise to get possession of the snap but muffed or fumbled it 

while his knee was on the ground, rising after this removes the dead ball exception so when he 

returns to his knee/s he causes the ball to become dead. 

6. The touching of a low scrimmage kick in or behind the neutral zone is ignored.  The kick scores 3 

points.  Be prepared to do some explaining to the coach of the scored-on team. 

7. Since there is no kicker in place to make the place kick, the holder cannot employ the dead ball 

exception and the ball is dead immediately.  The rest of this plays looks good, but is action with 

a dead ball.  Any foul?  Probably not because the referee has blown his whistle when the holder 

caught the snap. 

8. This is all legal.  Team R may even call a time out then make their choice.  Experience tells me 

you will have to do some explaining to the players and the opposing coach before you can get 

the play started. 

 

TRY BY KICK: 

 

9.  Since it is apparent the kick cannot score, kill the play and stop the confusion. 

10.  This is tough.  Is the foul a live or dead ball foul?  If you can answer that you can then determine 

when and where to penalize. 

11.  Since there has been no kick during this play using terms like A and B are more appropriate.  

Since the ball has been grounded R’s  (B’s)  muff may be a new force and cause the ball to go into 

the end zone.  If K3 (A3) recovers, it will be worth 2 points since this is a play which would be a 

touchdown during a normal play.  If R (B) recovers, then it will be worth 1 point for K (A) since this 

results in a safety. 

 

How many more unexpected things during kicks can you think of?  The kicking game must be discussed 

in great detail in your pre-game.  BE PREPARED AND EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED!  Kids can do the craziest 

things.  They don’t always respond as expected.  This can cause “NIGHTMARES” for officials. 

 

This is the last of the 3 part series of “FRIDAY’S NIGHTMARE”. 

Mike Webb, West Virginia 


